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light reduction is simulated using a cwo-dimez'sional energy balance model with diffusive
energy transport. Severity and duration of the surface cooling are computed as functions
of: (1) the time of year at which the soot is injected; (2) the latitudinal. distribution
of the soot layer; (3) the infrarosd absorptance of the soot particles; (4) the rate of
soot removal (scavenging)./
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19. AISTUC (Continued)

af ter Initial InJection, and that microscals n amoscale Processes do not break
up or remvete oo ayr The validity ofthese, Asfhmpions Is discussed.

(;ýGlob climets models (general circulation models and energy balance models)
4-ii s;OA ; urban fires is spread uniformly on synaptic scales within

a few days after Initial :injection. and that microsceje and mesoscale, processes do
not break UPo M=tý~otlayer. The validity of these assumtions is dis-
cussed heuiristican am±u~i that a horixontally uniform and optically
thick so'ot layer is thermally unstable and winl break up Into long vertical f-la1ents.
This process may significantly change the mean optical properties of the cloud layer
.and thus alter the synoptic and planetary scale effects of the soot Injection.
Su ggestions are presented for further investigations hidch can reduce the lar iancer-
taintias, associated with the nuclear winter prohlesa.
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tyWof 1xV-tiU viraunegna1 effbect of nilsear iina, bw~e
been widely dabstsdfallat com layer depletion. an cJimta mod~ifi-
cation. , Th isu of biological damge from raiamadJmt fallouat O

wi'd In a 1975 stufy by the Iktional Acdmya 3=ces MS).
Their report 11sfanmo 1.) ocalus that. althamb 'Irni fallout "=ld
cantituts an 1mdiate danger to the zumbeltaze papation directly
domumind fro a tu'ugt arma. lang-ters uWxlr widepr effects wmld be

izz.bscami of atmoahric dilutiona of 'the radiaet~e cqompunt, lea9i1M
to greatly reduce lwqArz leviels. Sconver. a -i recet report (Refer-
emac 2) cmacludims that the global fallout problem my be moe seious then

Intmted by, the MAS. tim a# typical. dea wmd still be well below the

7tw major ~nof th 1975 NAS repor t wa te effect of binb-
produced oxide of nitrogem on etnatoseric i w(Fler am " 3).. In-
ceae iuvels of ultraviolet radiation transitted, by a- depleted ==w
laver could be a. lom- tar and global dmnger- to th survivixM population.

Rokmver th ulysis by' the MRS asouad. izzlivldmLi , yields In the 1
to 20 Mr rwm The vsu equet shift in the U.S.- ad-Soviet arsenals to
smaller wit m=*=amczt9 wespog has reduced this m-m-1sincep~lts
fro tropmiisric mtoositxu with yields below- I Mraew unlikely- to rise to
the height of the layer (Referenc 4).

The third type of eftfact-climaet modification-h recently received
a gret deal, of attention. Tiv 1982. * mt andBzks SS Fle1~ference, 5) hypo-
thesized that widespread forest fires Ignited by- nw.ear weapxw "=ld
create a thick *layer.- This would red m fx h.mamt of sunlighit
remchizM the qox.In 1983.* TLtwoo. et, aL. (Refewd 6) argued that
urban fires would create an even more~ opaue layer of black soot. whtiich
would rain In the atmspwr for several vaeel or- Inner. Duingx this
tin, the soot could spread over much of the, Morthern Heisphere. By
abeorbirq UzmirW mailight well Wk~m growal level. tt~ sbrt-circuitIng
the normal greentme effect, the soot layer imould lea to subfreezizM
surface temeratures. even in sumer.

A 1965 study by the WAS (R~sferenc 7) c- -1i that. althaugft the
unca.-taintles. In the Turco. e t. al., scenario are pramently too large to
allow a quantItatIve prediction, the posibility of a svr~em zurface tem-
perature reduction following a major nuclear coflict should be sericuly



cc-zidered. Such a climate effect would dae c-ps ad lead to increased
casualties among survivors of inm-diate nuclear effects (Reference 8). The
alt atoperic condtIcno could also have synergistic effects on
fallout and azcne depletion (Reference 2). In the ce of a protracted
conflict, reduced atmospheric trazissicn and incr•ased pollutant loading
would seriously impact an the effectiveness of surveillanc assets and
air-breathing wtwqor systems. For the above resas , it is desirable to
reduce the umcertainties in the clamte predictions to a level w'eare the
public policy and miiaryr pwcaticn can be clearly mierstood.

Three types of une taities are asocated with th climatic pe

dicti•ts: the nuclear exchaew scenario (number and size distributico of
wareas, target selection, gro bursts vs. air bursts, ad ambent

meteorological cnditions): mke prodhctlon and Injection (amount of
•ke, size distribution and optical properties of smoke particles, beight
of the smoke plume. and aging of the smoke); and atmopheric response
(radiative effects, circulation c•• ,me. transport, ccnvection and
precipitation, and cloud interacticns'. The first type of uncertainty
requires that climatic respne be evaluated as a function of the type of
conflict and of the time of year at wich the conflict occurs. The effec-
tivens o any defensive systems must also be ccnsidered. The second type
of uncertainty can be addressed by nxperimental and theoretical investi-
garin of fire, smoke. and plume mroperties. The last type of uncertainty
must ultimately by adressed by ccmputea- simulation, since neither natura-
nor cotrolled climate perturstiixr occur an the estimated scale of the
nuclear war effects. In the absence of an ability to observatlinally
verify the simulations. a resIdal "rta• ity regarding the predicted
atspheric respoe will always remain. Some specific issues can,
however, be addressed observatIcnally by studles of transport and aging of
smoke frca natural and man-made fires.

This report is concerned with the third type of uncertainty, and
cncrentrates an im•delln problems. Section 2 describes simulations with a
simple type of climate madel. The similaticra were carried out to demon-
strate the feasibility of using this model to test atmospheric rewsose to
soot lcadinrm. The model is used to estimate sensitivity of the predicted
cooling to: (1) the sesson at which the soot is injected. (2) the scot
scavwing rates. (3) the geographical distribution of the injected soot.
and (4) the infrared prcperties of the soot particles. Section 3 summa-
rizes the modelrng results and provides aralyses of processes not
accounted for in present atmspheric simulation codes. Of particular
im % tance. it appears that the unifcrm soot layer assued in these models
is tiemally -ustable and will tend to break up. The Appendix provides
derivaticrns f sane mthematic proertles of the clijirte model.
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Climate No'*'iz ha prc gz anme rapidly a ,to past J10ad due, in
part. to the appication to climate problesma of qw~al circulatlox models

'O~4.A OMI use a discrete grid hee (orth sqtiwalet hamon~ic expwn-
*low) to solve the primitive equtions goumraniW dyinit~c circulation.
radiative transfer. an we formn of a hydoocal~ cycle. A tyrical GCM
grid ha hoz-r±otal remolutilzn of - 00 ka and vertical, reoluti~i on the
order of I to 10 kmn.

Plaq atmupher.Ac Crm o on spatial scle smaller then the
OMI resolution~. Mampes of subgrid pos..Includ: convection.
precipitation, cloud Interactlios.* furotal clrwlatlon. an m un.dary
la~er effects. Thwp- -civn are z aps11 mt m In- tw 0~f In highly para-
motorized fanas-. The rep s atations contain ad13maWis costilccinits which
are ntuwad" to pr a good almalatIon of p: t- clImatic cauliticau

4 Climatemodelscanbe tested by theiein ~r 7edlctiow to recent
minr cimae prtrbslon, schan ce by JolcuLIc dut veils. and to

paeloclImates reconstruacted from proxy data. Only the; latter type of test
Involve departures fre the present climate of a. magntude similar to.ý the
change postulated to occur In the aftermath of, a. n=m~1 war. For ex-
ample,. a few interetizq Ice age experiments have been carried, out.. with
drastic deaprtures from thte present climate (Fefemon 9 -arA 10).,Fw#
ever. interpreting the results of such experlzintit In difficu~lt.* due
both to amiguities of the pesocclizate data bases ud to the Inherrent
compleodty of Mw' diagnostics. The moel climate gamwcated by a G&1'S Is
often~ as complex and Inscrutable as the r1.l clmete.

In parallel with GM construction. a number af slaler modes have
bowz developed for sensitivity' otperiments. It in hoe that thaem moels
will produce climates which repotx tr, external Influences in much the n
way as doet the reel climate. If so, their simplicity can lea to a better
understanding of climate response. as wall as aU.owdM efficienit evaluation
of a rmas of sceniarios. In many wnyse thaw simpler models offer'a good
match to the crudeness of the preset gmssaz~z of the type of pertur--
bation which would resrUt fra a large-scale ruxlmar we.

Orw eaistle of such a simple I~e is rk radiatIve-covectie ~model
(RCM), such asused in the study by Turco. et al., (Reference 6). This
type of Ie has excelit vertIcl resol.ut ion and handles radiative
trrr~f or in conid.erable detail but has no horizontal structure.

3



A different type of climate model is an energy balance mode1 (EM),
popularized by Budylo (Reference 11) and Sellers (Reference 12). and
recently re'tie-ed by North, et al., (Ref ere 13). An SB uses very sim-
ple representations of energy flu to examine how these fluxes interact
to d&tM7MiM the surface temperature. Most 39 include h orizontal
resolution, so the effects of geography (land-sea fractions) are included
in the I~dels. In a sene, * ccmplement RI3ob, which directly c.alculate
ergyW flxisis but haew no geographiy.

With one exception (Reference 14), EBM have not amen applied to the
Turco. et. al.. hypothesis. The rmix1er of this section describes the
application of a cotlnent-rolving EMi to estimating the climate impact
of a sot layer of the type postulated to follow a major rnuclear conflict.

SECAIF CATIONS OF

wei a t~o-dimns~icral, one-level, tIme-dependent EE4. of the type
discussed by North. et al.. (Refernce 15). This model mas originally
developed for studying tne Initiation of ice ig- follcwing changes in the
seasonal disributio of sunlight (due to chrxaes in the Earth's orbit).
Me model predicti-o for this case are in eellent agreement with the
regular cycles of ice aes recently discovered in the paleoclimatIc data
(Reference 16). TIhe =;el represents the large differmce in thermal
response times of the land and ocesins by differing heat capacities. fne
seasonal cycle (but rnt the diurnal cycle) is Iorporated, so the seasonal
dependence of nuclear war effects can be studied. Finally. the model is
simple wacgh that its principal mthemiticzal properties can be direct:y
evaluated. and the model can be econcatically exercised for a variety of
ces. The price paic for this ccnvenience is that certain ampheric
uroess's(radiative transfer and horizontal eergy advection) are treated
in highly Idealized forms. These simplificatior can best be jusLified by
the fact that the model does predict a climate Which is a good facsimile to
the real climate.

The bic energy balance equation is

C(r) - Q a(x) S(x.t) - (A + B T(rt)] + DV2 T(r.t), (1)

where

t - tim. in years with t - 0 at winter solstice,

r - georaphical position (latitude and lcrqgtude).

x sine of latitude,

C(r) - heat capacity per unit area.

4



TVr.Z ) surnface tuq~ratum (depw~.it variable.)

0 " solar cvtBrantt/4.

a(x) - fractI42a of solar enmrgy ubsoit by t at•mosz-csan

S(xt) - relative solzT radiat.io distr1ibtion vs. latitude and

A.S - empirical infrared radiation coeffic1a•ts. and

D - diffusion coefficient f-r horizontal enegy trasort.

In sisple tera. bqu&*.icn (1) states the energy inrservation v-mle for
a vertitally averaged column of ats •: ':

-t + (k rt,- =tally

Tho numerical coefficients in tds mode.l are drved frc r"vicalarg :st (C),. trcx oeesure=ts CQ, a, A. ard} ). byrt~ "untnmi" th nodel
* to reprod=uce tm oeerved cluimtolog, (D). Table I gives- th values used
in the mdel calculatios dscribed in this report: JutIficatIon fto these
v•-asue is .±iinced beloe.

The effective he capacity, C. deperx on th ms of air and waqter
which is closely coupled to surface coKdlition. Over land. we ue half themmof a coliumn of al~soepe (i.e., * te a • -r.helow the 500-rob lcve
or roughlly below 5 km altitude). Ci;er ocem . we add in the heat capscity
of the water. in the w•U.-:-driven mixed layer of the " i.n. taki. to be, ni-
forlly 75 i•tz in depth.

The solar =nstant (radiant energy flux per unit area at the top of
the sunlit amos1here) i3 a directly measured quantity (Referece 17): thediurnal avrg ±s obaie • dividlrq the solar contant by four. The
fr-cticn of the solar enwr,,, absord is taken to be a quadratic function
of latitude:

a(x)- ao + ax2(2)

with coefficients, derived from zomlly averaged u s of direct and
reflected sunlight. obtained from satellite data (Prference 18). The
infrared coefficients. A and B. are likewise derived by correlatiz sate-
llite maesure•••ts of out-goWi infrared fluxes with surface teperature
(Reference 19).

5



Table 1. Mode coefflcients.

lQuirtlty Symbol V*lu&

Rest Capac Lty C land: 5.07 x 106 j, 2 ,/Oc

ocssmZ: 3.G4 x 103 jim2ioC

Average Izsolatuion 340 W/tn2

Co-A1l a 0.75

a -0.18

Infrared Cef f .clertA 203.3 W/m2

B 2.094 W/m2 ,/oc

Di'fsinio Coeftic' ~ent D 0.35 wic

Seascnal Cycle S 1-.9

S2  -0. 417

s 22 +0.147

-N,, 7.4. vmM 
.Nl



7h diffusion coefficient is not directly related to a mewuahl.
quentity. 7barfore. the alue of thils pammster wa djusted to obtain
apsu.at of th predicted and observed pole-to-equator temerature differ-

u~averaged ove the seasonal cycle. This is the ounly wtiund" parainter
In the model.

Aw si1=4atizM the norel climate * the =*dW Is drve throVh the
swsoal cycles by th timw-varyiW distribution of smolight. given by

S(X-t) - I + SICos(2'~t) P1 (x + (S2 + S22 cos(411t)) P2 (x), 3

Wbx' P and P are th L~gudze polyixuimi.. 2Th coefficiarts In this
ex;ziý ;Z;2Zejute to provide a -best fit" to the awe cowplicated

mct wqweeiio for the messns cycle (Reference 19).

Me primary motbawtia I proper ties of the :model en the e-foldinq
time for surface coolingq. when the solar hestiznq is revvd. and the can-
dutctia length c ale for propagtion of a local temperature pertirhtaIon.
Derivatloom of these jioperties are provide in the Appendix. Me~ results.
with th coefficients in Table 1.* are

00011Mq TIM: T C/B

-28 days for 1tizwts

-4.6 years for oceasr

Conduction tmxth: £-D/B

*4. S0 1=m.

In te of uwikerstandiui the results of the s~nimatIon. we note that the
very different (by a factor of 60) cooling times for land vs. ocwin imiply
that centiznental - no will cool much faster than oceeic regions. The
long cmvhct~ion lwath implies that the stabilizing- inflatene of the oen
will propagate well Into the contixmnts. This is In agre.wiet with Ga.!
results (Reference 20). v~ich predict that the mot severe temeraturw,
effects are restricted to the deepest continental interiors.

MM SOLUMN AM VAMIATIMI

To solve the e~r~V balance equation. the spatial diiemon are first
expuiedinto spherical har~nics:

-* L
T(r.t) Z Z T CMyr) (4)

7



and

2L I

4/ "

C(r)- E Cby,(,)(5

Y,,(r) - P£(x) cs(m) (6)

and 0 Is lcgitue. Te coefficients C, are evauated from zhe specified
land-sea distribution. For the results liscused in this report, w used
L - 11, implying a 15° x 150 spatial rsolutian (about 1,000 ýa at mid-
latitudes).

S titution of Equzti•m (2) thruh (5) into Equation (1) jives a
system of (L + 1) (L + 2)/2 ordinary differential equations for the mode
mplitudes T tM. Mese equations are Integrated from prescribFd initial

value iir fourth-order "dng predictor-cmecto mthod. Tepera-
ture cp are reccced and plotted at desired Intervals. To give so
feeling for the computing requirsents, simulation of 1 year of climate,
with t erature mas at 10-day intervals. requires - 30 minutes of CPU
time on a VAX 11/750 computer.

The ability of the model to simulate atmopheric procseses was tested
in tw wa•s. First, the predicted seasonal cycle of an unperturbed (con-
trol) model was coared to the observed cycle. This. test is not redundant
with the tuning process since the mod e wes tuned to match, the annual mean
climate. not the seasonl variation. The second type of test involved
comparisons of EM predictions for perturbed (soot) 1de9s with results
obtained froa GC2s. using identical soot parameters. This is not a direct
validation since the GCM results could be Lncorrect. Hwver, we do not
claim to be able to make predictions which are superior to the aC4 results.
The advantage of the EB1 lies in its simplicity and i•ts ability to economi-
cally evaluate many scenarios. with IntegratIons covering an extended
period of time.

Figure 1 cares the amplitude of the nxxdel seesonal cycle with the
observed climatology, as reported by Crutcher and Mserve (Reference 21)
and Taljaard. et al., (Reference 22). T observational data hae been
sothed with an L - 11 harmnirc filter (i.e., the data wre analyzed as in
Equation (4). and the map in the bottom panel of Figure 1 s recomstructed
from the derived harmnIc coefficients); this procedure sets the spatial
resolution of the data equal to that of the mdiel. Both panels clearly
show the influene of land masses. with reduced heat capscity and larger
seasonal am"lltuies, as comspared to the ocaens. A clceer examination
indicates that tte model amplitde tends to be a bit small over North
America and, perhaps, scmeveat too large over Eurasia.

p8
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Figure 2 cpares the seasonal phase lags. defined as the time between
3 solar heating and aximum temipature. Rsumlts with.ia +15 degrees

of th equator are not sha. becam the ampilltd of the cycle is small
in this region: so te phase lags are poorly defined. Both the •odel and
the observairtios show p.ase lags of the ard- of 30 days In contiznetal
areas. sistent with the cooling turn scale discussed earlier. Over
oe, the mwcim pase lag in the obser•ations is r=4uily 75 days.
mxbl t-wls to prodce a newsly mnform phase lag of 90 days (ne quarter
cycle) over oeans. Thin cAsrespa to the lag of a linear systmi in the
limit of infinite heat capacity. Conidering the very smal amplitude of
t ocenic semasnl cycle (both in the -rz--v*ti and Inthe 4ods1l), we
do nt view the discrepancy In the phase lags an a serious problem.

The secnd part of the validation procature involved rpeatitng soot
c-p-rimunts widch had been run ar. Gn,%. The GC4 results were taken. In
graphical form. from published report. Because m did not hwie the
results nmvilable in digital foxm t. it a riot pomible to perform the
spatial filtering and replottIna wh-ich woud be desirable for direct ccm-
parison with the E4 results. A sec--I aspect of these c•risns can-
cern the mode in which the EBM ia ran. For all soot e•eriments. the ESM
ued a lard-sea distribution symmtrized about the prime mridian. Thus, a
Western Hemisphere simulation actually rafers to a globe with the wstern
continents repeated at 180 degree interals of lonitude, and similarly for
Eastern Hemisphere simalatinn.. Experiments shwd that this type of et-
west symm•tric model produced essentially the same results as an asymmetric
model buýt with much less ccampting ti• e since only the evm- des of the
spherical aarm 'Acs are used. Th effect ca the results is primarily ece-
metic in that the estern, and western mps do not Join sootly at the
bonary.

Covey, et al., (Refere•=e 20) used the National Center Zr- Atmospheric
Rearch (WCAR) Can•amity Climate Model (CC4) to simulate the effect of a
fixed soot layer. The CCO solves the general circulation equations using
spherical harmonics with an L - 15 cut-off. Vertical resolution is pro-
vided by a finite differec schem with 9 levels. Sea surface twpera-
tres are fixed, so no ocean zesp e is permLitted. 7he bot parameters
a md by Covey. et al.. are:

(1) purely absorbing at visible wveleth.
(2) optical depth - 3.0 at visible ,,velerths,
(3) latitude of soot bard - 30 0 to 70N1. and
(4) no effect on infrared radiation.

Figure 3 sk-*m the surface te-eratue changes (with r -pect to
control ruz ) for simulaticns starting an March 22 (too pr-el) and Jane 30
(bottom panel). In bth case., -.esults are averaged over a 5--dy period to
sth the meteor-lolical "noise" of the model. The con'aours show inter-
vals of 100C in the surface t rmrature decrease.

10
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lb= the sam snt Weamt ers. resuilts obtained witiL the E4 am ha
in iqinre 4 (for spring carditios) aid Figure 5 (for ann ocJitions).
The moot effect we aimulated by reducing t s olair beating in the 300 to
7O'0N lgt~tuti 1uu to 5 perout of the ==I valme for the -season (that
Is, .7* - 0.05). Pasulte are sham for day 10 of th suimlations. Can-

mark W intervals of 20C in the predicted in;~ede e

MM cosparV theme modl predictions. the offt of the. finer spatial
resoution of the, CD. is obviou. tu to* ZIProafIiles in Figure 3
cimoly fbllcw the continental bourglariei. By7 ompriamx. thee boizlarles
a" blurrul in the contours of Figures 4 and S. rNiue, 3 also shows the
effect of the larg-scale circulatiLc in the CC. Flo lrntuw. onolIzM
tm to be low. sever an the wetern side. of th continents then on the
easter: .34.. This is beasem. at uid-Iu'theI latitudes. the prevailing
westerlies bring warm ocean air into the western region of the conitnents.
No such effecit ocwin the UM. which only afllw for isotropic
diffusion of heat.

Table 2 coprens the mwium tamperature deapredicted by the
two modls. At each position in the table. the value frcuu the C~4 Is given
first. followd by the cormpin prediction of th EM. This compa-
ismn shoims that the UKM tands ta miderestimate the severity- of the tempera-
ture- dmcrane. ~asopred to the CM(. This. my be, attributed, to two
effects First, a already no~ted in the discixsion of the- nrmal. seasonal
cycle, the z a p,ý t of theý UK to chanes,, In solar bet~nq tends to be too
sluggish. Second. ana result, of the =oaser spatial resolution of the
UM. I ocltisate I etremes are smothed. oat, or larger areas. and
decreaed in amplIt=*. Thi coprison Indicates t1hat it would have been
better to have. included.~r spatial mo~des in the EUK solution-.

Table 2. MaxIm temprature dwanqs for the NCM scenario..

season Watezrx Hauispe Eatern Hemisphere

Wping >2O0C/13'oC -3&0 C/240C
summr >4O'C/210C >40'CC/3500
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In spite of t quantitative differes, the M does rpoduce
M&Y featurns of the CCM predictiosr. Both moels indicate that the
laret topratue drops are confined to the deep centInntal interiors.
In both coses. Table 2 shows that the cooling is more severe for summer
rum and for the Etern Hemispre. We ccr-lude that. altough the EBM
will not yield quantitatively accurate predtctions. the mjor qualitative
fetur are in areement with GCM results. iivwi the prent (nd r• ar-
fture) nim tainties in Inpt data on the soot loadng. it is doubtful
that uW type of global climte odel is able to produce quantitatively
acumate predicticos.

Scietists at t Compxter Center of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences
(CCAS) usd a GCM to simulate the effects of a v deIse soot layer,
combined with a stratospheric dust layer (Referenc 23). The CCAS model
uses a horizontal grid with 120 latitude by 150 longitude resoluticn plus
two vertical layers. Sea surface te nratuz- are alloed to vry in
a c- with an nergy blance equation for the ocen - ixd layer. The
sodel uses anmnal mmn solar beating, so there is no sesonal cycle. 'The
.oat/du•t parameters emplo~d in the CCAS saf.tilon are:

(1) statpheric dust layer reflects 70 prcent of the Irxt
direct suinlIgt back to spce,

(2) tropheric soot layer is purely absorbing with optical depth
6.0 at visible mvveleng-tb.

(3) latitude of soot/dust Z 120 to 900N. and
(4) no effect an Infrared radiation.

Figy=e 6 stWs the tperatmUe changes, after 40 days. an Cpted by
the CAS de. FliUre 7 shon the cozz==trin results obtained using
the E4. with the seasonal cycle turned off.

Te geographical diatribitios of temerature changes shon in Fygures
6 and 7 are very similar. In the Eastern Hemisphere, the major t erature
"changes exterd much further south than in the WAR scenario (Figures 3 to
5). For instance. large arees of Africa would exrience t erature drops
of more than 100C. according both to the CCAS model and to the EM. This
occurs because the soot/dust layer now extends much further southward.
where the solar beatIn' is rnva~ lly greatest. Quantitatively, the ;CAS

I.e am~ the EBM are in agreemat with respect to the maximum temperature
decrease for the Eastern Hemisphere. The CCAS sinflation has a larger
tempraturne drop in the Wetern Hemisph~e than the EB1 prediction (30 0 C
vs. 23 0 C). This termder•y of the EM to underestimate Wlstern Hemisptmre
temperature changesw s also apparent in the ccmpriscm to the PrM CCM.

A cmparis= of GM results ba been jointly published ' thie NEA and
CCAS group (Reference 24). Alth•uxgh the tm models show gmo, , similar
results, the asumd soot/ldut parameters and the simulated cli-_tes

16
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(seisnoa.1 vs. anu~al wan) are too different to a WI'ay detailed cam--
perlsa. This points up an ambiguity in coaprIng UK reults to OW~
results-the, degree to vftidi variou (DM@ waild -zu iIn thar pradlct±or
for a givan ecumrin is not krm

inMSMJMl TO MSSOM) 9=~ PARAMET

Anz~ earlier. the major advamog of th EM Wver BOX complex
modals; is caqitational couweiiwce. This alloo for sisa~lation of a wide
variety of caes. Althouh the predicted climtlc Effets should not be

ceruidas qiantItatively accurate, c=riucm of rawalte frau different
scenarion are usefu ii n shominq sensitivity to asue parameters.-

Thla asellne cae is derived largely from the LM6 st'vdif the M .SA
(Referenc 7). This sena~rio asmes a zonally unifors soo cloud confined
betweeni latitudes 300 to 700MN. 7he aoot is purely aheorbiniq to izncoing
sunl±igt and has no effect on ouatgoing tnfrared radiation. Initially. the
cloud has an optical depth of 3.0 to sun~light,. One-half of the soot is
placed in the love.r troposphere (belaoi 5 Iam),ho n4ure zu remcval pro-
ceasess lead to a half-life of 3 days. (e-folding tim of- 4.33 days).Th
remaining Wiot is placed in the 5 to 10 ka layers. itimethe hza~f-!Lme ror-
removal is .30 days (e-foldixq time of 43.3 days) . Of ca-sem. in- the orw-
level EE1. the only effect of the vertical distribution of soot Is an the
asmewd remova~l rates. Symbollcally, the remval rate are reflected in
the tiredpiec of the cloud optical depth at visible Wavelength:

-t/4.33 -t/43.3

vire tim is new maured in days since -the initial soot Inject-ion ant

i3. 0. X. - -1/2.(8

For the 1biaellzw case. the soct is assumed tu be injected during the su.mmer
season (30 Jun).

Figure 8 shov Wbstern 1Imisph-v me of the induced surface
te~perature chOCnge (with respect to normal seasonal -- ertures), at 10.
20. 40. and 80 days after the soot injection. The ids effect occurs

ineez day 20 of the simulatlion. itan surface tempratures drop by as muh as

19
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23 0C. (To umnsitivity stuisiei. it is suifficimnt to ccs amly th
Oft m -taHmisphre. elmse the other heisphere, bduvw in a qtulitatively
similar inmw.)

whe u Ingfr the effects of a climatic azmly an agriomlt'e tka
degree-day is a comnly vood metric (iafermmc 25. Chpter 7). Here. w~e
deine 4- dgyee-das the differenrce batieux daily tmqmtuzi in th%
parturbeI vs. contra'olichtes. summd ove a specified Im~ttx of time.
ligure 9 displays a degree-day mwp for the baeine cae. with the sam-
matian extening ove a 1-jeer pariod after the Initial uoot injection. An
iAteresing aspect of this amp is that the degroe-day "mtrs dono

follow coatline zuarly as closeuly m do the tomperIt contours. This
is because. while the oceas cool -ore1 slowly than coatirmatal areas the
oceu0 also recover , lowly an the aoo is rexmovd. lb a certain
eicten~t this 4 acreses the *ffect of the greater heat capacity of the
eoaw * in termi of a timo-integrated quantity like dogree-dsys. To the
extent that biological damage I r 1 le on the duation. as wall aseverity
of cooling, it appears that the coiequences for oine bloft awe capr-
ablo to those in continsental wwfrotimts . particualarly since merine life
E91 timid to be low tolerant to temprature (Rsimrwse 8).

The, sitivity tests involved various modiiiIcatIons of the baseline
senoario. These modifications and the predicted effect are smmarized in
Table, 3. The reainder of this sec Ion provides brief duscriptions anid

':ts an, these simulations.

Sesoa -eozec
The cooling effect in obviously largest If soot Injection takes place

during the summer. since that is ~whe the solar heatiwv is nrmailly
gz atest. With the exep Ion of the NCAR/CC4 sizu 1atiJo (Figure 3). litt' e
ha 'gamy published regarding the antompenuces; of sotinjections in other
I I I I. As Table 3 showm, there is a s trong seasonal deaxlenwce. both in
the -4-- cooling aid in degree-days.. Perhaps more surpisi~ng. the
effects are very different for spring vs. autwm scenarics,. particu~larly
in* the dsegee-ay coluimn, This is beau~se the spring scenario occurs
duingi the phase of the samocrl cycle vtmw solar heain ard surface
tempratures are both nrmaluly IncrsIrq In the Northern Hemisphuem. at
the msxiuni rate. The autumn scenario occurs ~Wie surface tratures are
znarm.lly decreesinq. at a rate controlled. to a large extent. by the finite
heat casity rather than by solar er~wrg ef fects

Soot Removl Rates

The baselinew cae uses the assimazd altItude distribution of th~e soot
to estimatr the removal rates, based on nrnmal atmspheric cleansing
processes. Cases 5 to 7 exaine the dependence of the calculated climaute

21I
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Takble 3: Samury of Seasitivity Tests

Moc. Cooling Dge
C.* )bd~f.cation of Bumeim (cc)

1. B inel~/ganme 22.8 2388

2. Smelfra/Spring 17.0 2285

3. - aellne/Wlnter 6.9 1092

5. Xi1.X ,0 16.3 384

6. YT -2/3, ICU - 1/3 19.6 1901

7. XL -0. XU 1 - 28.8 3322

8. Narrowi latitude bari5 20.5 2147

9. Two latitude 1s 14.1. 1733

10. Outgoing Infrared reduced WO% 14.0 1322

a
Sumeud over cm-year period after initial sotInjection.
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perturzbation on the soo moval rate. In S . t oot alIs asumd to

ocw only In the lomr troposphere. uhore rapid removal occurs.Th
climatic perturbation In then less sevee and of very short &=rtio~,.as
indicated, by the facto of six reduction In degree-days. In ~e6. the
soot is partitioned between the lower and upper troophere In the ratio
wh~ich represents a constat mixing ratio in the 0 to 10 ka altitude range.
In. Cas 7. all of thsoo occurs In the troposphere, where the
lifetimo Is very lowq.

A owztio regrding Interpretation of ths results is in order. since the.
EM Is a one-level modl, it Eiiit treat the effects of t'h oo altitudie
distribution on radiative ptricmes. Remewsy and Kieh~l (Reference 26)
used a on-dimenionl (vertical) radiatIve-conviective modal to witamine
atmospheric coolIng rates for different saot altitude profiles. They found
that the surface cooling rate Is cut In half If a constaJt mixing ratio
with a scale height of 3 km Is assumed. This occmrs because muuch of the
solar radiation Is absorbed near the plamtay boundary layer which inter-
acts; strongly with the surface. Such effects ar e rglectal in the MI.
ftwrtsrore. the anumtion of a fixe height distribuation (modified only
by removal) Is very artificial. In rem.lity. the radiatively heated soo
cloud will tend to rise over an actu~e period of time. as diwscise In
Section 3.

Nolkwzxt Soot Distribution

in, the first few days after a nu~clear war. the soot womld be confined
to isolated clot~ or plume. over the fire sites. If the soot remins in
the atms~phere for several days. normel circulation plus winds created by
ho~rizontal thermal gradients would tend to moy the sot y~ from the fire
!sites. The geographical distribution of the soot cloud would then dependi
an the distribution of fire sites. an normal circulation patterms. and an
the anomalous circulati created by locally uneven hetIM~ and coolin.r~
It is by r~no a obvi~ that the result of transport would be a cloud
layer whdich in approimately uniform in a boa latitude band.

Beallisae climate models are barely able to resolve-the erxnoptic scale.
climate s laIon have assumd that the soot cloud is uniform bet~ien
specified boundaries. Th simaplest coe(disregarding the totally umnvi's
istic , - of a global cloud) is a zona Ily umiform cloud between specified
rgn-dwrin latitudes. This assuaption. may be partially justified by the
similar latitude of the primaryv target areas in both the E3stern art!
Westerax Hemispheres. and! by the highly zonal character of normal circula-

1"tion patterns at the target latitudes. For instance. the baeline cas
asmsthat the soot lies in a band betweli latitudes 300 to 7&'N, as did
the ?EAR study (Ref erence 20).

24



Toba thst ýluutiv~ity of the sim~igmts4 climate to this amaiptiou.
8~ and 9 mo~d zonl clad 1 wIth different bodaie. For on"

S. the clou ban -a confir~ bewmn 4&0 and WON. sino this represents
only awe-baif th clou --tsvi in the beglim maeg th Optici depth v I
dobled :..T 6- 0) so tha th assumd total mao s "M the sm
In both mae. 3"kzUeatsd in Table 3.* this remilts In & very elight
r~edution in t- swynrty of the cilimate effect.. Note tbat. In:Cm a. the
cptical deth unerth claw is, at any gdven time. tuice as large as in
the bmdullt* me. An a rawalt, the optical dbpth is greater then umity
for 46 deym in cam S. as opoe to 1s derjS in t~ beglim mae. This
l=V duration is. hora, comletely compested by the fat tht the
center of the clc~y bond Is now much claw to the 1uuIKd latiZ~t. so
Im±ritMt1 dlffusicm of beat frin tda latitxuds is seimprtant.

Coe 9 ta~es a different i ei -i to the ime of soot cloud lacation.
'&A sot wim confined to two t 1, betwinut 200 to 4003 an be~twee 60 andi
ao03. 7he solar hieting in the gap (4&0 to 6o0 ue 'loft at normal values
to sim~lateR the ef fect of a t r -9 me cl~oud layer. Temdjan tuzerature
effect for egis cme is 40 percent smaller &= fI ; xlz e

Ifil* thet dsF.qe-h effCt is reue bY 30 pwerat (ame Table 3).

The geogra~hical distribution of the -cliate woay for this meis
very significant. Figure- 10 shows a tsprtwdifrx ma (Cae 9
aIMM Cit=ol) on day 30. whitich co .4;" Ani to the greatest cooliz. the
degme-a distribution, suzind over I year. is. sham in Filgure 11. NotLe-
that. in both figuree. the greatest exursiOnS occ in th band covered by

* the mor rmrtherx sot cloud. This is surprising in that the larger abso-
lute reduction in- sola heating occuirs in the sore soutIMn. soot band.
wemr the r~rOKI solaw flwe In larger. As in (te a. horizontal transport
Of hMat plaYs a verv important role in these simulationg with zmrror cloud

* Mx~xis.The southern sot 7X in heated on both. sides by horizantal boat
transport fru unshaded latitudes,. MA r~wtihrm soot, Mxxi extenids rmrly
to, ttw pole. As a result., the uxwheded region nrer1mrd of this bard is

fMU l i areaR and receives little- solar awrqy, =o the region in the soot
I' I can only be heated by horizontal trmwSPOrt from the wmfhaiud area, to
the south. This simulation points out the importance of heat transport
from clear "ar wInto soot regIcr w'dwx the soot clodl is limited. in
extent. FPor reasons given above.* the southern soo band wy be more

rqweseIta±ve of this effect. in this region, the mxtizm teaperature
dseorme is only - j0 0c. i.0.,* les then orehl ft~ ~rtr

darein the besellir cas.' ~ fte.tprtr

As argued earlier, there are no cIneling reason to expct that the
wot cloud would expand into a brea midi uniform ~zeml ban. Tracer ce~lcu-
laticiw. using rmnal atmos rimWc clfrculation asinpat, indicate that the
soot cloud will spread out fra the taivet areem, buit this spreadirg wou~ld
be far from Umif am(Ref erence 27). This calculation prohably
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Fioure 10. T~enrature differmices (petw-*dr minus control) at day 30 in
theiCase 9 simuliation.
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Figure 11. Degree-day map for the Case 9 simul~ationi. su~d over a 1-year
period followixx the initial smoke injection.
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owrentmtate the degree of XifortIty. due to limited sptlatl resolution
of the input winds and due to umricl dlff~um in the trzuport

It wo-id be of Interest to simulate the effect of naro soot btui
thencadered in Cames 8 and 9. as ell as oot clouds avi longitu-
dirza variations. in addition to latitudinal structure. Lait•;•di•l
variations wedid allow beat transport to oc I .n both of the horizontal
dimienson. is m not possible with the curznrt wrsixon of the EEM
because: (a) the Unimted nuber of m retained in the sphtrical
hazrmic e1,1ion f'Equations (4) to (6)1 set h Te rmolutiton at abt•u 150
of latitude: and (b) the currnt: l emeltation of the EBM assumes a
zonally uniform soot cloud. IHowver. neither of the limitati• a are
ir•vwmt in the besic oel. so thme loom could be ainled in future
Investiations.

Ti climate simlatins assume that the soot cloud Is tuaspLmit to
Infrared radiation. This is a critical mmmzipt.i sinc absorption of
ixirq swligt., coupled with the transparency to outgoing thermal
energy. leeds drectly to the predicted coolirn. f.ile It is true that
subnicr= particles of pure soot absorb mainly at visible (or short.r)
wavelenqths. the actual cloud resulting fro fires wouild not mi - t of
pure soot. Large amounts of wsater vaor carbon mncxde, and ni rzcgn
oxides would be entrained in the fire pluma, along wi th a vast inventory
of hd 1rocarbn$ and toxic chemicals produced by ircpleto combstion
(Reference 28). Marny of these are strong absorbers in the infrared.

To test the effect of increased infrared opacity, we reduced the
outgoinq infrared fluxs in the E•M. within the soot band. The mxinm.
reduction ws 50 percent, with a return to norma fl as the soot was
removed. As ected. the severity of the climtae modification -as

significantly reduced (see Table 3). .ifortwuntely, a re.!istic estimate
of the infrared opa•ity will require detailed c""tideration of athmosperic
chemistry, which is beyond the scope of this e-pozt. The results of Case
10 show that the Nuclear Winter problem is senitiv.e to infrared .city,
but the prediction awst not be interpe e-d as quantitative estimate.
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7*Msimulationo desribe la Sect~rzi 2 doo wtratea the appl±-
c.b1l1ty of this type of model to the soot-cooli; problem. While the
reslts shil~d not be interpreted asquanti-catiwe irdictions, thoy~ ore
usfu In delineatin~g .wwsitivity of the predicted clMate modfication to

~tainties In the Input paronotera. The sr 1 complm GC shame these
auncetodntie In that radiation. eanvwvgir pross trposphric che-
mistry, and SUb-grid-scale transport are eithe hvimoy parameterized or
totally igwzzed. %wh models are too cubesmen to allow the type of

uw~itivity 'tooingir !eobed In Section 2. Thus the flexibility of the
ES1 to simulate mLYcee complemnuts the =ore powerfIul predictive
coapbIliti.. of the GOs

The important new Implication to be drame frm the suitivitytes
is that the seveity of the climte modlficwtirzu 1 1u critically on the
lateral ectmwt and wuformity of the soot c~loud- If th cloud is broken or
confined to nrurow strips. beat frar nearby' unclouds regions will be
transported Into the. clouded areas. thereby' limiting the -surface tempera-
ture discrease. Themr ha been1 speculation that a very- nium~iform, soot
layer vouuld ham a reohucid climatic impact because- the~ soot particles w'ould
be low effective in aboorbizM sunlight (I.e., optical depths would. vary
between wery large and very small values). Whiile this reasoning is
0022ect. 9 show that the cliimatic impact in reducd even if the
broken soot cloud is distribuited vuch that the total sunliatit absorbed Is
equal to that absorbed In the bowline case (i.ea. a 1roe ind un~iform
cloud).

This points to the 1nportance of properly aooamtIxq for the
lateral transport and spreading of the soot cloud awy from localized fire
sites. M4lie the baic physics of atmspheric transpor t is well, under-
stood. the ability to moel this pr'oces is limited became such modeling
requires both high resolution (daim to the plium scale) and large diamlin
(up to the planetary scale). GO% will definitely notL be able to properly
handle this problem. so approprit porameterizzticns of sub-grid-scale
soot-cloud structure will have to be developed. Siaplfer models, such as
the EM. can be useful in developing and testing various schemes for
simulating the effects of nanuniformi or broke soot clouds.

The EM iooe also used to deumontrate sensitivity of the climate effect
to: the assumed season. the soot remval rate. and the effect of the
atmopheric loading an infrared radiation. In these cases,* the mod I
results confirm intuitive expectations that the severity of the climate
modification in very dependenit on these factors.
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A a thal note, v offer a wrn-ing zregrding Interprstation of model
pictions for the climate sodificatiz smaerio. N dea-ing with very
co•lwc mels. suh as GUf, it Is temptng to accept the predictions
without scrutinizing dwhthr the bsic papo m are prar erly handled Ly
thw mdela: the tr amount of deall In the models can give a false

- of mcurity. An .le wnll be 7towidd to Illustrate this danger,
bssed on the recent G simulation, carried out at Los Almos (Refernce
29). Thi sImnlation reprsnts the currTut state-of-th-art in global
effect ~modelng.

SE-LCT"EM CI M S=0T UAMU

The major Imrovemt of the Us Aliams similatici over other madels
is that th. soot is interactive (i.e.. directly participates in the ewrgy
balance and dynamics of the simflated atmsphere). The mt significant
rnw feature to elrme from the Los Alm simul..atiun is that, because the
soot �asorbs sunlight, it hats and rises Into the stratosphere. This
self-lofting is critically imprtant became the lifetime of the soot is
sh lccipr oce the soot rise above the precipitating layers of the
atmophre.

The is little question that there is a potential for self-lotting if
the soot layer survives initial sca ing. Iimarmr. it is daubtftl that a
GCM can directly follow this process. Figure 12 provides a schmtic
JlllustratIon of how th& lofting process will likely proceed- The top Panel
shove an initial configuraticn c-isting of a horizontallhy uniform soot
layer. Since the optical depth is greeter than unity, much of the soot is
shielded from direct sunlight. The middle pnel shove a perturbaticn of
the unifore cloud. consisting of a local upard Intrusion. Such a pertur-
bation could, for instance. be created by local ccrctive Lac ses. This
intrusion will be heated ware rapidly than the remining soot layer because
it provides a larger surface area for interceting sunlight. As a result.
the intrusicn will rise faster than the uniform layer, as illustrated in
the bottom paerl.

This instability of the uniform soot layer is an exwple of multi-
component (or "double-diffusive") convecticn (Reference 30). Such pro-
cesses have bee widely stu•ied in the laboratory and in " .raow.
where the intrusicri are referred to as "salt firners". Figure 13 sham a
laboratory e le of upwird-prop ting, double-dIffusive convecticn.

In cotrast to this highly structured #isical process, GC•s are
restricted to the vry uniform cloud layer shown in the top panel of Figure
12. The Los Ala2c G(4, which is hased oi the ,•_AR/CCM, has horizontal
resolution of rouhly 500 Im and vertical re olutlcn of the order of 1 km
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at the cloud lal. hn other thed, m modalc d call is a vmy thinz
plate (-; c:t ratio of 5OiJ: 1). Sich a model mt, dfrwctly follow the
self-lofting pwom, - dwihich wil hwae a harI:tm1/v-:ticad apect ratio
<1 (m In liqur. 13). n fact, t do b-dIffiniw netability aes It
wzllkly that a Ioand m zC lita MUfMS cl-iud willvier foam.
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W i.LIMnte 1 dmflz~ by Equation (1) hom both tim- and inc-
4spuu~me. mw umtical proper'ties of this SOu1 th
g1-foldizg tim for 7 O m 0 to a -i-dpI= ptujrtbatlon. andi the
drtsrrUIstic lm9ft for propagaticn of a loca~ld prtmation. In
prizncIpl. ftse propertim conI4 to d~rive by applying a forms Gremi's
fuw~tIo SmlymiS. Hoevr this is wimcasrily comlex; we tale a less
rJc s approh b d on .miamtion of the specific twom governing
t21s- and • -r= of a part Ltatiton.

C-- Q(t) - A+ BT(t)1.' (A.1)

Scmider- Sit) to be the, so-urc e n for drlving a step-fuw ction
Parturbation of this equation:

SMt S. 0o (A.2)
for t > 0

AaSuminq that the Io~ is in equIlibriumi for t < 0. at a temperature

TO =((Q0So - A)//B (A.3Y

thw solution to Equation (A. 1) for t > 0 is

T(t) - T, + -Tl}e-B (A.4)

T A/(A.5)

?re Eqata•cn (A.4). we we that T(t) -> T a, . t - , and that the
e-folding tim for the tempemature• s is

= C/B (A.68)
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To deriver the characteristic lerth scale., we reite Equetion (1) In
th foMU

1 3T B mS - A DI 2
---- --1) -- VT(L7)

T at C B? C T

metime- and S of the ap;,c-riate variables Is still
I~impll. 2mmiziizg this equatIic. It Is apparet that the left side 1i. the
Inverse of the e-foldirx; time for temerature. TtA first term an the right
side Involves cnly radiationi quatities (solar and infrared), while the

secu I ter;A represeits harizmtal uergy transport. Tetemprature time
ie is thus the barmcnic sum of th radiation and tranpozt time scales:

+ (A. 8)'
taq~rtur"radiation Ttrawprt

wher the tim scales are evaluated byr term-by-te camp 'aism of EqutIon
(A.7) and (A.M). We now cIder the ccsequu.~es of a localized
perturbatI~i In temperatu~re. Du2e to the d~iffusdin term. th perturbation
will propaatit otwrt~rd at a rate st by Tta or-A it prpgts it

will be damped by radiative ;r- owsaan. at a rate set by tredatjion A-

characteristic distwxnce to wh~ich the disturbance, will propaate is, obtilned
b7

CZrAUNs3rt ~radiation C.9

or

-7T-1) (A.iO)
C T C ST

Tlw c.ieracterilstlc length. Z, of the diffusion operator is given by

1 1 8OS - A

T D B1

Finally. since the. equilibrium temerature is given by

-& A
T eq (A. 2)
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3umt1m (A.ll) bs=s

2 D' T

and tho docwtorlstic Iqjtb oca3 le of ard

Lw (A. 14)
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